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PERTH ZOO — AFRICAN PAINTED DOG PUPS 
Statement by Minister for Environment 

MS A. SANDERSON (Morley — Minister for Environment) [9.13 am]: I rise today to inform the house that 
some of the newest residents at Perth Zoo, six endangered African painted dog puppies, had their first health checks 
last week. The new arrivals were born in March and are the result of a successful new breeding pair comprising 
Perth Zoo–born adult female, Muhumhi, and male, Gibby, who came from South Australia. I joined Perth zookeepers 
last week to inspect the pups. The health check revealed that the Zoo has five new male and one female African 
painted puppies—a valuable addition to their struggling species. 
African painted dogs are endangered and considered the most persecuted large carnivore in Africa. Wild populations 
are threatened by poachers, habitat destruction and human–wildlife conflict. With fewer than 6 500 of these animals 
in the wild, there is a real risk of this species going extinct in our lifetime, making zoo breeding programs more 
important than ever. 
The Zoo puppies have recently started to explore beyond their birthing den, making an impact in the Zoo’s African 
savannah. Perth Zoo’s work for the species extends well beyond the South Perth gates all the way to Africa, and 
the Western Australian community has been instrumental in helping save the painted dogs species. Thanks to local 
donations, Perth Zoo helps fund both an anti-poaching patrol unit, and snare removal from the African landscape, 
which causes the painful deaths of many painted dogs. I want to thank Perth Zoo again, and congratulate it on its 
successful breeding program. I look forward to seeing the progress the pups make in the coming months. 
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